
EXCITING RANGE OF GOLF SIMULATORS

At Sports Simulator, we take pride in providing our customers 
with a wide range of golf-related simulations that cater to 
their diverse interests and skill levels. We understand that 
every golfer is different, and that’s why we offer a variety of 
software simulations that provide unique and engaging golfing 
experiences. With a wide range of golf software options you are 
sure to find something that caters for the whole family. 
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https://www.sportssimulator.com/


GSX GOLF

The GSX Golf Simulator provided by Sports Simulator offers an 
unparalleled level of realism with its advanced technology and high 
definition graphics. The 3D rendering of golf courses is so accurate that 
it can be difficult to differentiate between the simulated course and 
the real course. The graphics of buildings, trees, plants, fauna, grasses, 
and water reflections are all realistic representations of the original. 
Additionally, 3D animations include flying birds, floating ducks, and 
moving golf carts, creating an immersive experience.

The playing conditions are incredibly realistic, with green speeds 
matching the stimp speed of the green. Users can select weather 
conditions that include rain and wind, which affects the leaves on 
trees, sways bushes, and even moves long grass. With the GSX HD Golf 
Simulator software, golfers can access the most advanced graphics 
and accurate detection system available on the market, with free 
software updates for life.

https://www.sportssimulator.com/gsxgolf


SOFTWARE

Longest Drive players to compete in a longest drive 
competition on Par 4’s and 5’s for each course. Choose 
to play from the competition tee, mens tee or forward 
position (ladies). Choose from bright, normal, cloudy or 
rain conditions and select the wind strength to increase 
difficulty. Players are offered 1, 2 or 3 attempts, and after 
each shot, a leader board is shown listing the leading 
players in order of their distance. Up to four contests can 
be played at once - men’s, ladies, seniors and juniors, and 
play can be switched from right to left handed at any time.

Nearest to Pin is a competition mode that allows players 
to compete on any Par 3 holes on any course. Players 
can choose to set the contest from the competition tee, 
mens tee or forward position (ladies). Choose the weather 
conditions from bright, normal, cloudy or rain and set the 
wind type to increase difficulty. Players then compete to hit 
as close to the pin as they can with the system offering 1, 2 
or 3 attempts per player. During the contest, any shot that 
lands on the green gets an automatic reverse replay. After 
every shot the leader board is shown listing the leading 

Golf enthusiasts can enjoy a round of golf or analyze their shots on 
the virtual range, virtual chip, and virtual putting green all year round, 
with access to over 65 GSX golf courses and over 100 courses currently 
under development. Thanks to the GSX Golf Simulator, golfers can 
experience an authentic and immersive golfing experience, with 
advanced graphics and realistic playing conditions.



VIRTUAL CHIPPING

VIRTUAL RANGE

 Virtual Chipping allows players to practice all types of mid iron shorts and short iron shots. 
Players can set the conditions to bright, cloudy, normal or rain, and set the wind to fine or 
gusty to alter the flight performance. Select a club and choose to play from any position. Play 
as many practice chips as you like, then review on screen club averages showing distance, 
carry, roll, to pin distance, ball speed, club speed, face angle, swing path, side spin, back spin 
and launch angle.

Select the Virtual Range to practise all types of drives, long iron and mid iron shots. During 
play the analysis pane on the left side of the screen is updated after each shot showing 
distance, carry, roll, ball speed, club face angle, club head path, side spin, back spin, 
horizontal and vertical launch angles and offline accuracy



GSX GOLF COURSES

VIRTUAL PUTTING

Play and Practise on 65 Golf Courses from around the World

Using the USB 3.0 Super Speed Camera Technology, putting is the world’s most accurate, 
giving an extremely high precision and realistic representation of the putt. Measuring ball 
direction within a degree and ball speed to 1/100th of a mile an hour, putts can be measured 
accurately over the contoured 3 dimensional green, for each particular putt played.



SEE THE FULL GSX GOLF COURSE LIBRARY

https://www.sportssimulator.com/gsx-golf-courses


CONTEST GOLF

The Contest Golf Simulator is just one of several 
interactive sports available on the multi sports 
simulator. We have created 12 Contest Golf 
environments Christmas, Desert, Dubai, Easter, Forest, 
Halloween, Jurassic, London, New York, Paris, Polar 
and Range. As well as being fun to play, the contest golf 
simulator also acts as a powerful training tool. There 
are 42 Contest Golf Simulator Challenges, with others 
being developed, as well as Match Play and Contest 
Play.

44 PLAYABLE CHALLENGES

13 ENVIRONMENTS

CITIES - DUBAI, LONDON, NEW YORK, PARIS, RIYADH.
HABITATS - DESERT, FOREST, POLAR, RANGE.
THEMES - CHRISTMAS, EASTER, HALLOWEEN, JURASSIC

https://www.sportssimulator.com//sports/contest-golf-simulator


TARGETS - NEW YORK ENVIRONMENT

TARGETS - RANGE HABITAT



FLIGHT ANALYSIS

TARGETS - SCORING



DISC GOLF

Disc Golf allows players to throw the Frisbee in 200 
Realistic Golf Courses, within their own chosen golf 
courses across 63 countries. Contests can be easily 
run for both fun and competition purposes, with results 
displayed on the leader board. The Disc Golf is great 
fun to play, with the throws over 50 yards given a power 
launch, so that firm throws can fly down the fairway 
with ease. Anyone can play and enjoy the game, the skill 
is throwing straight with the correct power.

https://www.sportssimulator.com/discgolf


GPS GOLF
GPS Golf allows players to use real clubs and balls, in 
200 Realistic Golf Courses within their own chosen golf 
courses across 63 countries, contests can be easily 
run for both fun and competition purposes, with results 
displayed on the leader board.

The main menu offers 11 quick and easy to use options. 
Play a new game, Resume a previous game, Choose 
to play any of three contests including Longest Drive, 
Nearest to Pin and Putting. Practice your game using 
the Virtual Range, Virtual Chip, Virtual Putt features, or 
Analyse your swing using Player Data. A Course Library 
option also offers a list of up to date courses that are 
available.

https://www.sportssimulator.com/gpsgolf


Accurate shot information is displayed after each shot. 
Analyse shot performance in 10th of miles per hour and 
10ths of a degree for club speed, ball speed, swing path, 
club face angle, horizontal launch angle, vertical launch 
angle, distance, carry, back spin, side spin, distance to 
cup, elevation and lie position.Longest Drive players 
to compete in a longest drive competition on Par 
4’s and 5’s for each course. Choose to play from the 
competition tee, mens tee or forward position (ladies). 
Choose from bright, normal, cloudy or rain conditions 
and select the wind strength to increase difficulty. 
Players are offered 1, 2 or 3 attempts, and after each 
shot, a leader board is shown listing the leading players 
in order of their distance. Up to four contests can be 
played at once - mens, ladies, seniors and juniors, and 
play can be switched from right to left handed at any 
time.



GPS VIRTUAL RANGE
Select the standard Driving Range, or create a driving 
range on either the 1st hole at Belfry Brabazon, the 16th 
at Carnoustie Links 16th, the 2nd at Warwick Hills or the 
9th at Monteray Bay. To practise all types of drives, long 
iron and mid iron shots. During play, the analysis pane 
on the left side of the screen is updated after each 
shot showing distance, carry, roll, ball speed, club face 
angle, lub head path, side spin, back spin, horizontal 
and vertical launch angles and offline accuracy



GPS VIRTUAL CHIP
Select the standard Driving Range, or create a driving 
range on either the 1st hole at Belfry Brabazon, the 16th 
at Carnoustie Links 16th, the 2nd at Warwick Hills or the 
9th at Monteray Bay. To practise all types of drives, long 
iron and mid iron shots. During play, the analysis pane 
on the left side of the screen is updated after each 
shot showing distance, carry, roll, ball speed, club face 
angle, lub head path, side spin, back spin, horizontal 
and vertical launch angles and offline accuracy



GPS VIRTUAL PUTT
Using the High Speed Camera Technology, putting is 
the world’s most accurate, giving an extremely high 
precision and realistic representation of the putt. 
Measuring ball direction within a degree and ball speed 
to 1/100th of a mile an hour, putts can be measured 
accurately over the contoured 3 dimensional green, for 
each particular putt played.



GPS GOLF - LONGEST DRIVE
Longest Drive players to compete in a longest drive 
competition on Par 4’s and 5’s for each course. Choose 
to play from the competition tee, mens tee or forward 
position (ladies). Choose from bright, normal, cloudy 
or rain conditions and select the wind strength 
to increase difficulty. Players are offered 1, 2 or 3 
attempts, and after each shot, a leader board is shown 
listing the leading players in order of their distance. Up 
to four contests can be played at once - mens, ladies, 
seniors and juniors, and play can be switched from 
right to left handed at any time.



GPS GOLF - NEAREST TO PIN
Nearest to Pin is a competition mode that allows 
players to compete on any Par 3 holes on any course. 
Players can choose to set the contest from the 
competition tee, mens tee or forward position (ladies). 
Choose the weather conditions from bright, normal, 
cloudy or rain and set the wind type to increase 
difficulty. Players then compete to hit as close to 
the pin as they can with the system offering 1, 2 or 3 
attempts per player. During the contest, any shot that 
lands on the green gets an automatic reverse replay. 
After every shot the leader board is shown listing the 
leading players in order of their distance to the pin. Up 
to four contests can be played at once - mens, ladies, 
seniors and juniors, and play can be switched from 
right to left handed at any time.



GPS GOLF COURSES
GPS Golf allows players to use real clubs and balls, in 
200 Realistic Golf Courses within their own chosen golf 
courses across 63 countries, contests can be easily 
run for both fun and competition purposes, with results 
displayed on the leader board.

https://www.sportssimulator.com/gpsgolfcourses


SEE THE FULL GPS GOLF COURSE LIBRARY

https://www.sportssimulator.com/gpsgolfcourses


FOOT GOLF
Foot Golf allows players to kick real footballs, in 200 
Realistic Golf Courses, within their own chosen golf 
courses across 63 countries, contests can be easily 
run for both fun and competition purposes, with results 
displayed on the leader board. The Foot Golf is great 
fun to play, with the drives and shots over 50 yards, 
given a power launch, so that firm kicks can fly down 
the fairway with ease. Chipping is represented by 
medium kicks and putting with gentle kicks, so that 
anyone can play and enjoy the game, the skill is kicking 
straight shots with the correct kicking power.

https://www.sportssimulator.com/footgolf


SEE THE FULL GPS GOLF COURSE LIBRARY

https://www.sportssimulator.com/footgolfcourses


MINI GOLF
As well as being great fun to play, the mini golf 
simulator also acts as a powerful training tool.  
There are four mini golf game modes.

Adventure Golf play on 4 famous golf courses, reduced 
to 1/8th of original size.
Fantasy Golf play on 4 crazy golf courses, in amazing 
graphical environments.
Pirates play Crazy golf on a Pirate Island.

The courses are reduced versions of the original 
simulated courses. With boosted drives, chips and 
putts all playable just by putting. 

https://www.sportssimulator.com/minigolf




Sports Simulator, Enterprise House, Curtis Road, 
Dorking, London, RH4 1EJ, England 

Call:+44 (0) 1306 741888 

Email: sales@sportssimulator.com

Web: www.sportssimulator.com

SEE ALL THE LATEST LITERATURE

The Sports Simulator is a fantastic way to 
enhance stadium tours, training sessions, 
competitions or to enjoy several popular sports 
indoors. Easily convert any shopping centre, 
leisure facility, sports bar, hotel into an interactive 
sporting experience that is very popular all year 
round. Our multi-sports simulator is already the 
most comprehensive multi-sports simulator in the 
world, with 60+ Sports, 1,500+ Game Challenges 
and over 3,500+ Sporting Venues with 
Free of Charge Software Updates.

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Sports+Simulator+Limited/@51.2339053,-0.3397304,15z/data=!4m6!3m5!1s0x4875e710621b8737:0x6257757c2e57e9f8!8m2!3d51.2339053!4d-0.3397304!16s%2Fg%2F1th62vqn?hl=en-GB
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Sports+Simulator+Limited/@51.2339053,-0.3397304,15z/data=!4m6!3m5!1s0x4875e710621b8737:0x6257757c2e57e9f8!8m2!3d51.2339053!4d-0.3397304!16s%2Fg%2F1th62vqn?hl=en-GB
mailto:sales%40sportssimulator.com?subject=Simulator%20Models%20Brochure
http://www.sportssimulator.com
https://www.sportssimulator.com/literature
http://www.sportssimulator.com

